


WHY IS BEHAVIOURAL INSIGHT SO IMPORTANT IN 
REMOTE WORKING ENVIRONMENTS?
We have been working with clients for years on maximising productivity in their workplaces - 
whether in the office, or remotely. In the times of change that we find ourselves in, especially 
in light of COVID-19 Coronavirus, we have pulled together some key insight into a brief insight 
guide to enable you to elevate productivity should you find your team having to work 
remotely. 

When working day to day with someone in an office it is much easier to monitor, and drive, 
the right behaviours. A different skill is needed when managing remotely.

It is important to look at key behavioural patterns of each member of your team so you can 
predict how they will work remotely, and what they will need from a structural, environmental 
and management perspective to be the most productive.

We are going to walk you through a couple of the key behavioural patterns that impact 
remote management. 

If you are interested in learning more about the other behavioural pattern insight that can 
really elevate remote working productivity, please reach out for more information our on our 
behavioural tool and remote working training programme. 





DEALING WITH THE CHANGE
We are living through a time of unprecedented change which may well be spinning some of your 
team into fear & anxiety and causing them to panic. The key to managing this effectively is to first 
understand how the different members of your team deal with change, and then how to work with 
them through this.  

Sameness

People with a sameness pattern want their situation in a given context to stay the same. They do 
not like change and may really struggle to adapt to unexpected change. You can spot these people 
in your team as they will be the ones who typically resist change of any kind and may do roles that 
haven’t changed in a long time. These members of your team will be the group that will need some 
extra support at this time. Some tips for managing remotely: 

● Avoid using the word “change” and help them understand that their whole world isn’t 
changing - share with them the elements of the job that staying the same. 

● Consider additional coaching to help them work through the change and give them an 
opportunity to have someone to talk to about their anxieties - you may want to look at 
additional external expert support like 121 coaching (we can support with this if needed). 



Evolution:

People with more of an evolution behavioural pattern will like change if there is a need for 
improvement. They may however resist change if they do not understand, or can not see a need 
for the change, and prefer for their situations to evolve over time. These people in your team will 
be the ones that you see looking for improvements and supporting in times of change. 

Even with the current change, as it is unexpected and we don’t know what is going to happen, 
some of your evolution people may still be struggling. 

● Because evolution people are driven by improvement - share with them the improvements 
this could actually bring for them and the business - i.e. more time to work on internal 
projects that you have been waiting for time to start, opportunities for them to do online 
learning, etc. 

● You may also want to allocate out to some of your higher evolution people some 
responsibility for helping carve out what the remote working structure could look like - they 
are typically good change ambassadors so will be effective in engaging others and creating 
options that work for the wider business. 



Difference:

People with a difference pattern love change, they thrive on it and want it to be constant and 
major. They will resist static or stable situations. You will know these people in your team as they 
will be constantly looking for change, coming up with new ideas and looking for radical ways to 
drive change in the business. They may also move through roles quickly and always be looking for 
new things to do to satisfy their need for change. 

● Although these people may easily adapt to the change, the key with difference team 
members will be to keep them engaged if this is a longer term thing. They may look for 
radical ways to work which will need to more closely managed if remote, to make sure that 
they are working on the areas of highest priority. 

● To satisfy their need for change, if you are looking for ways to pivot the business at the 
current time, or looking for innovative new ideas to help get the business through the 
current climate - difference people are great ones to have supporting in this





CREATING THE RIGHT WORK ENVIRONMENT
Someone’s working preference allows you to discover the environment in which they work 
most productively, and an insight into how easy, or difficult, they may find it to work from 
home. 

Independent:

People whose working preference is independent will want to work alone, with total 
responsibility for their own work. 

You may have spotted these people in your team as they often are the ones who put in their 
headphones more often than not, or go and work in meeting rooms, or ask to work from 
home - they need quiet independent time to work at their best. 

The independents in your team will have no trouble working from home and may be even 
more productive. You will however just have to check in on priorities to make sure everyone is 
on the same page about what you’re all working on. 



Proximity:
People whose working preference is proximity, work at their best when working around and 
with others. These members of your team will be talkative and personable in the office and 
will often want to work with others in a group or collaborative environment. 

This group will not be as productive working at home for long periods of time without team 
interaction so it is imperative that you create opportunities for this in your remote working 
structure. 

● Video Calls - Schedule daily video calls, whether that is team check in calls every 
morning with the whole team, project team calls, or small groups, it is important that 
you have opportunities for the proximity people in your team to connect. At Duo we use 
a mix of Zoom and Google Hangouts. 

● Instant Messaging - In remote working environments often email can become 
overwhelming so an instant messaging tool can be used to keep the team connected 
and keep internal emails to a minimum. There are lots of tools like Skype, Google Instant 
Messaging and Hip Chat, and a lot of project management tools like Slack and Basecamp 
have instant chat built in where you can set up team channels. 





CREATING THE RIGHT WORKING STRUCTURE
Some of your team will crave structure and process, whilst others need variety and choices. It is 
even more important when not working with people face to face to figure out what structure each 
team member needs to be productive. 

Procedure

People who are procedural like to follow set ways. Once they have a procedure, they can follow it 
over and over again, without one, they can feel lost or stuck. 

For your process driven people you will need to make sure there is structure to your remote 
working. Sometimes with procedural people, if they don’t have a structured day - i.e. an office to 
go into 9-5, their productivity will dip and they may feel lost. There are several ways to insert 
procedure into remote working: 

● Continue to drive consistent working hours.
● If you don’t already use a project management system, now may be the time to consider one 

- at Duo we use monday.com, or others include Slack, Basecamp or Trello. 
● Send task requests in a process to your more procedural people - this may be bullet points or 

a brief step by step in an email - give them structure with a deadline. 



Choices:

You will have other team members who are more driven by choices, alternatives and possibilities. 
These people are great at catching fast balls and moving between different things, but may also 
find it difficult to follow directions and like to create their own priorities and ways of doing things. 

These team members may take additional management to make sure that they prioritise in a way 
that you need them to, and that they don’t take the flexibility to the extreme and just chase the 
“shiny things”. Resist implementing too much procedure on choices people, but the following 
initiatives may work well: 

● Cross check their priorities for the day / week - you could do this in a daily call or within a 
system or on email - just make sure you are on the same page and allow them flexibility.

● Make sure that there is enough variety in their work - often when working remotely it is 
difficult to get a handle on what everyone is working on and sometimes the “business as 
usual” work overtakes any additional projects. With options people they will be looking for 
variety to you may need to take extra time to look at what they are working on. 





MOTIVATION
Motivation levels can often dip when you can’t see and feel the environment like you can when you 
work with your team in an office, and make adjustments as needed. To gain further insight into 
what engages your team, it is really useful to understand their motivations, and ultimately what 
drives them when they are at work. These motivations fall into 3 categories. 

Achievement:

Driven by goals, targets and a sense of achievement, team members who are achievement 
motivated like to be noticed and appreciated for their achievements. If they don’t have clear goals 
or targets in their role, or are not recognised when they do achieve, they may become 
demotivated. 

● Make sure these team members have clear goals or targets and carve out to to check in on 
progress, recognising achievements along the way.  

● Share collective or business achievements with this group so that they can see where the 
business or their project / department is achieving even if they can’t see it in their day to day 
work. 



Affiliation:

People with an affiliation motivation are driven by others, they want to be liked and feel a sense of 
belonging in a team. They value and care about creating and maintaining relationships. 

Similar to the challenges with proximity - affiliation motivated people will be one of the bigger 
challenges in remote working as they thrive most when around others. 

In addition to the techniques for remotely managing your proximity team members to foster the 
sense of team, it is also important to think about: 

● Social Conversations / Activity - For people who are affiliation, they will like to interact with 
the team even outside of work conversation so make sure the tools you use aren’t just set 
up around projects. Another idea could be to implement some form of fun activity that 
keeps everyone connected whilst working apart - you could start a book club or some form 
of online training and schedule sessions for everyone to be a part of - often learning 
something together connects people. 

● Impact on Others - When you are coaching and managing your team members who are 
affiliation motivated make sure you link back the impact of their work on other people - you, 
clients, the wider team - they are driven by impacting others.



Power:

Your team members who are power motivated are driven by having control, or authority over 
people or things. They like to lead, and be seen as the one in charge. To motivate someone with a 
power pattern, even at a junior level, it is important to give them control over something, whether 
this is a project, or a piece of work. If they are not able to lead, whether this is people or projects, 
it may impact their motivation levels. 

You may be able to spot those in your team who are power motivated as they will be the ones 
talking about wanting to lead or take charge. 

● You may find yourself wanting to micro manage more when you can’t physically see your 
team in the office - be cautious of this with power motivated people as they don’t respond 
well to micromanagement. Instead allocate ownership of tasks & projects and drive 
management through these. 

● With changes to the normal work environment, you may well need to carve up projects or 
clients and find additional support in driving these, especially when managing junior team 
members who will take more of your time. Look at the people in your team who are 
motivated by power as they could be the perfect leaders of these initiatives. 





REMOTE SET UP CHECKLIST
It is important to make sure that your remote environment is set up in the best way for the highest 
levels of productivity. In addition to the general items like ensuring people have the right 
technology and home set up, to recap some of the key points in this guide we have set up a series 
of checklists starting with how to set up a successful environment that drives the right behaviours:

❏ Set up a project management tool to track progress on projects & train team on use and 

expectations

❏ Use collaborative working documents where possible such as Google Drive, OneDrive etc

❏ Install a video conferencing tool

❏ Install an instant messaging tool

❏ Agree work hours & availability expectations

❏ Allocate someone to field calls as needed (ideally someone options, initiation driven)



DAILY MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST
On a daily basis below are some of the key points to consider in your management activities:

❏ Run daily team / project meetings wherever possible - these can be as brief as a 15 minute 

call 

❏ Provide feedback as needed via instant messaging / project boards - especially a daily check 

in with any externals

❏ Share the right level of information for productivity & put structure around how you want 

work to look if needed

❏ Set daily outcomes with your team vs activities. So instead of “4 hours of phone calls” it’s “get 

5 appointments booked”.  This drives the transparency of work and stops you having to 

micromanage. 



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
On a weekly basis below are some of the key points to consider in your management activities:

❏ Speak with each team member 121 to discuss work priorities, provide feedback, give visibility 

of projects / business information etc 

❏ Insert some opportunity for the team to have more social / fun interaction - quick training 

session or “weekend ahead” call

❏ Allocate any additional tasks / internal projects that can be worked on in between essential 

workload so everyone is at maximum productivity

❏ Set goals / targets for week ahead and review progress with team at end of each week

❏ Look at the week ahead and any needed priorities - share with the team ahead of time & 

deadlines

❏ Reference each team members motivations & cross check you have acknowledged that week

❏ Cross check if there are any areas of someone’s specialism you can tap into in down time (i.e. 

manual workers - can you have them contribute to processes or operational improvements?)



If you would like to learn more about this topic and really understand all of 
the other behavioural strategies that come into managing productivity with a 
remote workforce, alongside gaining access to a complete management 
toolkit, you might be interested in our online course. 

For additional information please visit: 

Duo’s Online Academy

https://duo-global-consulting.mykajabi.com/store


For additional questions please 

email:info@duoglobalconsulting.com           


